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I

n recent years, online privacy and free speech have become hot topics among users,
legislators, regulators, and investors. Many companies have experienced firsthand how
decisions about privacy and free speech can impact their business. Companies that have failed
to take privacy and free speech into account have been hit with public relations nightmares,
costly lawsuits, government investigations, and the loss of customers and business partners.
Meanwhile, companies that have designed their products and business plans to protect users
have not only avoided these harms but benefitted from positive PR and increased customer trust.
Building privacy and free speech protections into your service and company takes planning.
This publication is intended to get you started. It walks you through basic questions you
need to address in order to properly integrate privacy and free speech into your products and
illustrates how doing so can help your company thrive.
What’s new in this edition
This second edition of Privacy & Free Speech: It’s Good for Business includes updated
recommendations for policies and practices, as well as dozens of new real-life case studies
from A(mazon) to Z(ynga). Its purpose is to help your company spot potential privacy and free
speech issues in products and business models. The tools in this publication will enable you
to make the smart, proactive decisions necessary to avoid problems, protect customers, and
boost your bottom line.
The online version of this primer (aclunc.org/tech/primer) includes continuously-updated
resources to help you identify and employ best practices for building privacy and free
speech into your product. You can also contact us directly with questions or comments at
dotRights@aclunc.org.
Companies will face many difficult decisions about users’ privacy and free speech. Reading this
primer and sharing it with your colleagues is a good start. We hope it will help you understand
how building privacy and free speech protection into your products and business plans isn’t
just the right thing to do—it’s good for your business, too.

							
Nicole A. Ozer						Chris Conley
Technology & Civil Liberties Policy Director			

Technology & Civil Liberties Policy Attorney

ACLU of California					

ACLU of Northern California
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Promoting Privacy and
Free Speech: A Roadmap

The following principles and questions provide a roadmap for your efforts to promote privacy
and free speech. Each is discussed further in the following sections.

MAKE YOUR PRIVACY
PRACTICES STAND OUT

GIVE YOUR USERS A
PLATFORM TO SPEAK FREELY

RESPECT YOUR DATA: LIMIT AND PROTECT THE
DATA YOU COLLECT AND RETAIN
• Have you carefully evaluated the costs of
collecting and retaining data?

ENCOURAGE USERS TO SPEAK FREELY: ESTABLISH
POLICIES THAT PROMOTE SPEECH IN EVERY FORM
• Do you encourage users to express
themselves as they choose?

•

Do you properly handle any sensitive data
that you do collect?

•

Do you give users control over the content
they access and the tools they use?

•

Do you collect and store data securely?

•

Do you let users speak for themselves?

•

Do you encourage your users to speak
without fear of being monitored?

PLAN AHEAD: INCORPORATE PRIVACY AND
SECURITY FROM START TO FINISH
• Do you have a comprehensive privacy and
security plan?
•

•

Do you continue to evaluate your privacy
and security practices as your products and
company change and grow?
Do you have a plan to notify and protect
users if a breach occurs?

BE TRANSPARENT: GIVE USERS THE ABILITY TO
MAKE INFORMED CHOICES
• Do you clearly communicate your privacy
practices to your users?

MODERATE CAUTIOUSLY: AVOID CENSORING OR
LIMITING LEGITIMATE SPEECH
• Do your policies protect your users
and your company without deterring
legitimate speech?
•

Do you consistently apply your policies?

PROMOTE CREATIVITY: LET CUSTOMERS DECIDE
HOW TO USE AND DISCUSS YOUR PRODUCT
• Have you considered the benefits of
encouraging the unrestricted use and
distribution of your content or product?

•

Can your users learn what data you hold
about them and how it is used and shared?

•

Do you respect free speech if you do assert
control?

•

Do you clearly inform your users when you
are collecting data about them?

•

•

Do you clearly communicate product
changes to your users?

Have you considered the costs and risks of
legally asserting control over your content
or product?

•

Have you carefully considered the implications
of placing technological limits on your users?

PARTNER WITH YOUR USERS: PUT USERS IN
CONTROL AND STAND UP FOR THEIR RIGHTS
• Do you give users control over their
personal information?
•

Do you identify and respect consumer
expectations?

•

Do you stand up for your users’ privacy?

SPEAK UP FOR FREE SPEECH: PROTECT YOUR
USERS’ FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
• Do you support your users when you receive
demands to take down their content?
•

Do you protect the identities of anonymous
and pseudonymous users?

•

Do you advocate for laws that protect your
users’ freedom of expression?
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Case Studies
The case studies listed here can help you follow the example of companies that have benefited
from making privacy- and speech-friendly decisions—and avoid repeating the mistakes that have
landed other companies in hot water.
Google Slammed for “Wardriving by Design”

Amazon Sues to Protect Users

Path “Discovered Phoning Home with Your Address
Book”

AT&T, Verizon Accused of Eavesdropping on Users

Apple Products Record Location History

Twitter’s “Remarkable Display of Backbone”

Broken Thumbs Fined for Collecting Children’s
Information
AOL Releases Not-So-Anonymous Data
Blippy Users Share More than Expected
LinkedIn Criticized in Aftermath of Breach
Facebook’s Master Account
Citibank Hacked Using “Remarkably Simple Technique”

Qwest Resists Surveillance Efforts
Google Fights Demand for Millions of Search Records
YouTube Wins Battle to Anonymize Data
Google Protects Readers of Digital Books
Facebook Called Out for Rejecting Drug Policy Reform
Ads
Google+, Minus Anonymity

Microsoft Builds Security into Design

Apple Comes Under Fire when Siri Won't Provide
Reproductive Health Content

Cisco Tries to Silence Security Researcher

AT&T Faces the Music for Censoring Pearl Jam

ChoicePoint Suffers for Failing to Protect Consumers

AT&T Accused of “Holding FaceTime Hostage”

Sony’s “Half-Baked Response” to Security Breach

Verizon Pledges Not to Monitor Users

DuckDuckGo Keeps Privacy Simple

Socialcam Slammed for “Bullying” Users

Zynga Makes Privacy a Game

Tagged Named “World’s Most Annoying Website” for
Deceptive Emails

App Platforms, California AG Reach Privacy Agreement
Myspace Fined, Sued for Deceptive Privacy Practices
Google Publishes Transparency Report
CarrierIQ Accused of Planting Spyware on
Smartphones
NebuAd’s Plan to Monitor Internet Use Triggers
Outrage

PayPal Flops as Moral Police
BART Sparks Controversy by Blocking Cell Service
Twitter Rethinks Its Code of Conduct
Facebook Faces “Nurse-In” over Breastfeeding Photo
Policies
Twitter Bans Olympic Journalist for Heckling

In-Car Assistance Systems Caught Spying on Drivers

Fan Mod Pushes 3-Year-Old Video Game up the Charts

Etsy Suffers Privacy “DIY-saster”

Apple “Bites the Fans that Feed It”

Facebook Backtracks on Privacy Changes

Viacom Demands Removal of Political Videos

Apple’s Update Mechanism “Borders on Malware”

Bank Julius Baer Turns “Secret” Documents into Public
Spectacle

Google Creates “Data Liberation Front”
ScanScout Offers Opt-Out, Then Prevents It
Google Faces Record Fines for Bypassing Privacy
Settings

Google Forced to Repay Purchasers of Unusable
Content
Amazon’s Orwellian Mistake

Netflix Sued for Retaining Records About Former
Customers

Yahoo! Turns Over Dissident Identities to China

Facebook Makes It Hard to Leave

Twitter Stands Up for Political Critics

Fitbit Deals with Fireworks After Exposing “Sex Stats”

Facebook “Likes” Free Speech

i-Free Forced to Pull App “Geared Toward Stalkers”

Google Slammed for Its “Betrayal” of Net Neutrality

Google Buzz Exposes Private Contact Details

Internet “Blackout” Helps Stop Anti-Piracy Bills

Yahoo! Successfully Fights Warrantless Demand

Go Daddy’s Political Position Leads to Boycott

Verizon Resists Demand for User Information
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PROTECTING PRIVACY AND FREE
SPEECH IS GOOD FOR BUSINESS

A

“primer” is a “book of elementary principles.”1 The document you are now reading is intended to be exactly
that—a guide to the basic steps of building privacy and free speech into your current or future products.

But you may be asking a more fundamental question: why should I invest my company’s precious time and resources
on protecting my users’ rights rather than focus on the bottom line?
The short answer is simple: because, in the long run, what’s good for your users is good for your company. Your users
are your greatest asset, whether you are selling products, advertising, or data. Meeting and even exceeding your users’
privacy and free speech expectations can build trust and deepen their relationship with your company and products,
while falling short can drive users away and threaten the viability of your enterprise.
Proactively identifying and addressing potential issues can allow you to avoid public relations fiascos and fines or
lawsuits that could devastate your business before it can take off. For example, Google’s Buzz was described as a
“privacy nightmare”2 that led to an FTC privacy complaint3 and a class action lawsuit4 before the entire product was
cancelled.5 Netflix was recently forced to change its privacy policy and pay $9 million to settle a class action lawsuit
accusing it of illegally retaining records about former customers.6 Apple was charged with “biting the fans that
feed it” and saddled with legal fees after a failed attempt to clamp down on blog posts about rumored upcoming
products.7 And AT&T and Verizon have both been sued for hundreds of billions of dollars in multiple class action
lawsuits and have spent massive amounts on attorney and lobbyist fees after reportedly collaborating with the
National Security Agency’s warrantless wiretapping and data-mining program.8
Free speech and privacy missteps can also directly affect your company’s revenue. NebuAd’s
plan to meticulously track online activity and use this information for targeted advertising went
awry when consumers expressed their outrage and the company lost several major business
partners.9 GoDaddy’s support of the controversial Stop Online Piracy Act led to the loss of
37,000 domain customers that had previously used the company’s hosting services.10 And
Facebook lost major advertising partners for its Beacon service after failing to provide proper
notice and consent to users about the service.11
On the other hand, a demonstrated commitment to privacy and free speech can draw
positive attention from the press and the public that helps you attract and retain new
users. Twitter has been repeatedly lauded for its determination to “protect our users
from government” by exposing and resisting demands for censorship or information in
the U.S. and abroad.12 And when Qwest refused to join its fellow telephone companies
in disclosing customer information to the National Security Agency, the New York Times
stated: “Companies can’t buy that kind of buzz.”13

Research
conducted
in

2011

demonstrated
over a

60

percent

correlation
between how much
consumers trust
a brand and how
much they are
willing to pay for
a service coming
from that brand.14

Privacy and free speech protections can have more direct economic benefits as well, encouraging users to increase
their interaction with your product and attracting investors to your company. When Facebook changed its privacy
tools to allow greater user control, the click-through rates for on-site advertising actually increased.15 Investors may
also take note of whether privacy and speech protections are part of your business plan in order to “save everyone—
entrepreneurs and VCs alike—from future headaches.”16
Your company will face many privacy and free speech decisions in the days and years ahead. We hope that reading
this primer now and utilizing its resources as you develop your next product or business venture will help you to
avoid having millions read about your privacy or free speech mistakes later.
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T

he key to developing outstanding privacy practices is to proactively identify and address potential privacy risks
before they happen. This requires a commitment to building privacy into your products from the beginning
and to partnering with your users by giving them the information and tools to protect and control their own personal
information. By doing so, you can not only avoid consequences ranging from scathing media coverage to class action
lawsuits, you can make users feel truly invested in your product and build invaluable trust and loyalty.
For additional resources about the concept of privacy by design and existing tools to help you build privacy into your
current and future projects, please visit the online version of this primer at aclunc.org/tech/primer.

RESPECT YOUR DATA: LIMIT AND PROTECT
THE DATA YOU COLLECT AND RETAIN
Protecting your users’ privacy requires you to be thoughtful about the data you hold about
them. By carefully considering the costs and benefits of collecting data and by properly
safeguarding the information that you do collect, you may prevent privacy harms and
increase consumer trust in your product.

A 2012

survey

found that

85

percent of

consumers limit
how or whether

 H AVE

YOU CAREFULLY EVALUATED THE COSTS
OF COLLECTING AND RETAINING DATA?

EVALUATE THE COSTS OF COLLECTING MORE DATA
THAN YOUR PRODUCT NEEDS.
Being known as a repository for large amounts of user data can make you the target
of technological attacks and legal demands alike. Google received more than 18,000
government requests or demands for user data between July and December 2011.18 In
addition, collecting information that isn’t necessary for your service can surprise users,
leading to mistrust and even legal action.
An efficient way to avoid these risks is to capture only the data that actually makes your
service better. Do you really need a user’s precise location? Alternatively, could your product
work just as well with only a city or zip code? Or without associating location data with the
user at all?

they use a mobile
application
based on privacy
concerns.17

According to a
2012 study, 54
percent of mobile
app users have
decided to not
install an app when
they discovered
how much personal
information they
would need to share
in order to use it.19

Google Slammed for “Wardriving by Design”: Google’s Street View, already the subject of
numerous privacy complaints,20 faced even more scrutiny when it was revealed in 2010 that the
project had captured traffic from private wireless networks. As a result, Google faced multiple
class action lawsuits21 and investigations by at least seven countries.22 Although the company initially stated
that the collection was the result of a mistake by a single engineer,23 an FCC investigation revealed that
the collection “resulted from a deliberate software design decision” and that several other employees were
notified of the practice.24 These new revelations resulted in reopened investigations and have created the
potential for additional penalties and other consequences for Google.25
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RESPECT YOUR DATA

MAKE YOUR PRIVACY PRACTICES
STAND OUT

Path “Discovered Phoning Home with Your Address Book”: Path came under harsh
criticism when a Singaporean software developer discovered that the company violated its
own Terms of Use policy by uploading users’ entire address books.26 Path initially dismissed the
criticism, stating that its app only used the address book data for “friend-finding” and that this
usage was an industry standard. However, the overwhelming public condemnation forced the company to
publicly apologize to users27 and reassure them by deleting “the entire collection of user contact information
from our servers.”28 Despite these efforts to make amends, Path was hit with a class action lawsuit and
roundly criticized in the press.29

RETAIN INFORMATION ONLY AS LONG AS YOU NEED IT.
Some of the information that you collect may only be relevant to a specific transaction or may become essentially
worthless to your service as times goes on. Identifying data that you do not need to permanently retain and deleting
it once it is no longer necessary can eliminate potential privacy hazards.
Apple Products Record Location History: Apple was widely criticized after researchers
discovered that iPhones and 3G iPads were collecting and storing a year’s worth of unencrypted
data about user whereabouts.30 Apple was also grilled about its practices by the Senate and
federal agencies, and customers have filed a lawsuit seeking punitive damages accusing the company of
invasion of privacy and computer fraud.31 In the aftermath of the incident, the company admitted that it
had erred and announced that it would reduce its storage period of location data to seven days or less,
stop backing up data on people’s computers, and delete information when customers cease using location
services.32

Sonic.net Reduces Data Retention to Protect Customers: Internet Service Provider Sonic.
net has been widely lauded for cutting its retention period for user logs down to two weeks—far
shorter than the reported retention period of any other major ISP.33 Faced with “a string of legal
requests for its users’ data,” the CEO asked engineers to evaluate the company’s actual storage needs and see
if reducing data retention could help “protect my customers.”34 The company determined that a two week
retention period was more than adequate to address spam and security issues (system administrators found
a day’s worth of logs was sufficient) and properly balanced “an ability to help law enforcement when it’s
morally right to do so” with protecting users.

 DO YOU PROPERLY HANDLE ANY SENSITIVE DATA THAT YOU
DO COLLECT?

Some kinds of data can be particularly sensitive and require special care. Information such as medical records,
financial records, and data concerning children have specific legal requirements that you need to follow. But be
mindful that collecting any data that users consider sensitive, including records that contain identifiers that may be
linked to a specific person, creates the potential for consumer outrage, especially if such information is disclosed
against the user’s wishes.
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If your product handles certain types of information, you may be subject to specific legal requirements. For example:
 A
 ny service that deals with electronic communications may be subject to the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act.35
 S ervices that are designed for health care providers and related entities may be subject to the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act.36
 Any video content service may be subject to the Video Privacy Protection Act.37
 W
 ebsites and services that are “directed to children” may be subject to the Children’s Online Privacy
Protection Act.38
 O
 ther laws may apply if your service handles financial records,39 consumer credit information,40 government
records,41 motor vehicle records,42 or student education records.43
Consult with an attorney or otherwise ensure that you comply with any specific requirements for the types of data
you collect and use. See the Appendix for more information.
Broken Thumbs Fined for Collecting Children’s Information: In August 2011, mobile app
maker Broken Thumbs Apps settled a complaint by the FTC for violating the Children’s Online
Privacy Protection Act (COPPA).44 The FTC alleged that the company’s “Emily” games collected
information from children under 13 by encouraging them “to email ‘Emily’ their comments
and submit blogs to ‘Emily’s Blog’ via email, such as ‘shout-outs’ to friends and requests for advice” and then
used this information for marketing purposes—without obtaining the required parental consent.45 Broken
Thumbs’ settlement with the FTC required the company to pay a $50,000 fine and submit to ongoing
monitoring of its privacy practices.

IDENTIFY AND CAREFULLY HANDLE ANY DATA THAT YOUR USERS
MIGHT CONSIDER TO BE SENSITIVE.
Even if your company satisfies its legal requirements, it can still be called to account by users and the media if it
mishandles data that your users consider sensitive—even if you expect that data to be innocuous.46 All credit card
and financial records, personal identifiers, passwords, and similar types of sensitive data should be treated with extra
caution, as any kind of mishap with this sort of information can have major consequences both for your users and for
your company.

Blippy Users Share More than Expected: In April 2010, Blippy users shared more than they
bargained for when a Blippy security flaw made some users’ credit card numbers public in search
engine results.47 News of the breach traveled like wildfire and the mood at the startup “quickly
went from elation to disbelief to disappointment.”48 The company was forced to apologize for its
mistakes, fix the problem, and take steps to better safeguard user data in the future, including hiring a Chief
Security Officer and conducting security audits. Having a more solid security plan from the beginning might
have prevented this data breach and saved Blippy from what its spokesperson called a “nightmare scenario.”49
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RESPECT YOUR DATA

IDENTIFY AND COMPLY WITH SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
DATA YOU COLLECT.

MINIMIZE THE LINKS BETWEEN COLLECTED DATA AND INDIVIDUAL
USERS.
Tying identifiable data, including IP addresses or account information, to other records can increase the risk of harm
to your users if a breach occurs and as a result may make your company more vulnerable to expensive lawsuits and
government fines. In many cases, you may be able to avoid this risk without compromising your product or business
goals. Explore approaches that effectively mask user identity while preserving the business value of collected
information50 and be particularly careful not to accidentally disclose identifiable data along with other potentially
sensitive records.
AOL Releases Not-So-Anonymous Data: In 2006, AOL and its Chief Technical Officer learned
the hard way that users do not appreciate disclosure of their online search activities. The
company thought that it had properly anonymized the data when it posted online the search
records of 500,000 of its users for use by researchers. It was wrong. The private search habits of
AOL users became public knowledge.51 AOL quickly pulled the dataset from its website, but not before the
information had been mirrored on Web pages around the world and AOL’s privacy breach was plastered on
front pages around the globe.52 The incident led to the firing of the researchers involved with the database’s
release and the resignation of the company’s Chief Technical Officer.53

 DO YOU COLLECT AND STORE DATA SECURELY?
Creating a solid data-security plan is important both to protect user privacy and to
safeguard your company’s bottom line. Data breaches can be disastrous, leading to lawsuits,
fines, and lost user trust. California law requires that all businesses maintain reasonable
security procedures to protect the personal information of Californians from unauthorized
access, destruction, use, modification, or disclosure.54 The FTC has also made official
recommendations for businesses to take stock of information they collect, minimize that
collection where possible, secure the information that is maintained, and plan for the future.55
Working with attorneys and security professionals to implement these recommendations will
help protect you and your users from threats to the safety of their data.

COLLECT DATA SECURELY.

“Firesheep,”

a proof-

of-concept plugin for
the

Firefox

browser,

demonstrated how easily
data and even account
credentials transmitted
over an insecure connection
could be intercepted.56

The

media attention that the
app attracted encouraged
services like

Facebook

to offer site-wide secure
connections to protect

their users.
Secure every method of collecting data—whether over the phone, by mail, through email,
via Web forms, or from affiliates or other third parties—against snooping and data theft. Follow best practices, such as
ensuring that any Web connection carrying potentially sensitive information is secure, to protect your users’ data in transit.

STORE DATA SECURELY.
Data on your servers, on laptops, or in paper form should all be equally secure. Breaches can involve both high-tech
methods such as hacking and phishing and decidedly low-tech methods such as rooting in dumpsters and stealing
from mailboxes. Keep both your physical and network security up to date and use encryption and similar techniques
to protect data wherever possible.
LinkedIn Criticized in Aftermath of Breach: In June 2012, LinkedIn was heavily criticized
after hackers obtained nearly 6.5 million passwords and posted them on the Web.57 Even
though LinkedIn immediately acknowledged the leak and attempted to patch up its security,
the company was criticized for its previous lax attitude toward security, including its lack of key
security personnel, which resulted in the company being unprepared for a preventable attack.58
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survey found that

nearly eight in ten global
consumers were concerned
about unauthorized access to
their personal information,
a

6

to

8

percent increase

since

2008.59

While most people imagine shadowy hackers as their biggest security
risk, in reality insiders with the ability to access records inappropriately
and hide their misdeeds can also pose a significant threat. To minimize
this threat, allow employees access only to the information they actually
need to perform their jobs, thoroughly train individuals who handle user
information in your privacy and security practices, and log all data access
and review these logs regularly.

Facebook’s Master Account: Users were outraged and the company’s reputation was
tarnished in 2007 when it came to light that the company had very poor internal security
measures. Users demanded change when it was widely reported that the company was not
properly safeguarding the private profiles of its users from employee misuse and that employees could view
users’ private profiles and track which users were viewing particular profiles.60

PLAN AHEAD: INCORPORATE PRIVACY AND
SECURITY FROM START TO FINISH
Thinking about the data you will collect and store while you design your product or service is only one part of “baking
in” privacy. You also need processes in place to deal with issues that might arise in the future. Ensuring that your
privacy and security plans are holistic and regularly re-evaluated and preparing ahead of time for potential security
issues and legal demands for data can help you save time, money, and even your reputation in the long run.

 DO YOU HAVE A COMPREHENSIVE PRIVACY AND SECURITY PLAN?
Before your product or service launches, make sure that you have measures in place to protect the data you collect.
Many privacy and security fiascos could have been avoided by following well-established best practices.

IMPLEMENT ESTABLISHED BEST PRACTICES TO SECURE YOUR DATA.
Many security breaches could be prevented by following established best practices to protect data. Implementing a
login system that does not require you to store your user’s actual password, deploying firewalls and auditing network
traffic, and utilizing other basic techniques can protect against data breaches and other security failures. Once you’ve
put security measures in place, put them to the test by hiring outside “penetration testers” who will give you a real
measure of the strength of your protection by attempting to break through your security measures.
Citibank Hacked Using “Remarkably Simple Technique”: Citibank suffered a major security
breach in 2011 and then faced a second wave of criticism for both its lack of preparation and
its response to the incident.61 The company waited three weeks before notifying the 210,000
customers that their data were compromised. Several days later, Citibank announced that, in
fact, more than 360,000 accounts had been hacked. When it was revealed that the hackers used a “remarkably
simple technique” to exploit a widely recognized vulnerability advantage, critics compared Citibank to a
“mansion with a high-tech security system” in which “the front door wasn’t locked tight.”62
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PLAN AHEAD

A 2010

LIMIT AND MONITOR ACCESS TO DATA.

ENSURE THAT YOUR PRIVACY AND SECURITY PRACTICES ARE FOLLOWED.
An effective privacy and security program requires both the commitment and the cooperation of every employee
who is responsible for sensitive or private information. To ensure that the program is followed, the FTC recommends
the establishment of a comprehensive privacy program, including the identification of key personnel who are
assigned to oversee privacy issues throughout every stage of design and implementation and to ensure that
developers are aware of and address privacy concerns as they are identified.63

 D O YOU CONTINUE TO EVALUATE YOUR PRIVACY AND SECURITY PRACTICES AS YOUR PRODUCTS
AND COMPANY CHANGE AND GROW?

As your product evolves over time and you add or change features that involve user data, continue to review your
privacy and security safeguards to make sure they keep pace. Internal audits and discussions with outside consultants
and experts can help ensure that your privacy and security practices do not lag behind your expanding feature list
and user base.

RE-EVALUATE YOUR PRIVACY AND SECURITY PRACTICES AS YOUR
COMPANY AND PRODUCTS EVOLVE.
Regular privacy and security assessments can help you evaluate how well your practices are being followed. The
scope of each privacy assessment should depend on the data at stake and its potential vulnerability. Assessments
should take place before a new product is launched and whenever major changes are implemented.
Microsoft Builds Security into Design: Microsoft’s Security Development Life Cycle
methodology, which includes privacy guidelines for each stage of a product’s development, has
evolved from an internal tool to a marketable product.64 The company credited the tool with a
45 percent decrease in vulnerabilities in its transition from Windows XP to Windows Vista, and analysts have
praised it for allowing developers who are not security experts to identify potential vulnerabilities.

WORK WITH OUTSIDE EXPERTS TO IDENTIFY AND ADDRESS
PRIVACY AND SECURITY RISKS.
In addition to regularly evaluating your internal processes, seeking advice from outside experts can bring a new
perspective to your company’s privacy and security risks. Working with researchers and other experts can help you
identify and fix potential problems. On the other hand, trying to silence criticism may not only make it harder for you
to secure your data, it may also lead to a public relations disaster.
Cisco Tries to Silence Security Researcher: In 2005, the company’s reputation suffered
after it threatened to sue the BlackHat security conference and a researcher for a presentation
discussing flaws in the company’s Internet router software.65 The researcher had discovered
that the flaw could potentially be exploited by hackers to seize control of a router and to monitor, intercept,
delete, or misdirect communications. Although the conference and researcher were not deterred by the
legal threats and the presentation went on as planned, Cisco’s reputation in the technology world was
heavily tarnished for trying to silence information about security threats.66
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 D O

YOU HAVE A PLAN TO NOTIFY AND PROTECT USERS IF A
BREACH OCCURS?

Even with a solid data security plan, data can still be lost or stolen, but failing to respond appropriately to a data
breach can make a bad situation far worse. Forty-six states, the District of Columbia, and several U.S. territories have
laws that require businesses to notify users if their data are lost or stolen.67 Your company needs to know how it will
quickly and effectively inform users in the event of a data breach.

NOTIFY USERS PROMPTLY.

ChoicePoint Suffers for Failing to Protect Consumers: In 2005, data broker ChoicePoint
paid with its capital, its stock price, and its reputation when it failed to secure the personal
data of 163,000 individuals, allowing identity thieves to obtain this information.68 ChoicePoint
compounded its own injury by initially notifying only victims who happened to live in California, the only
state at the time with a law mandating notification in the event of data loss. The ensuing public outcry
forced ChoicePoint to notify all affected individuals, but not before its reputation was further tarnished.

CLEARLY EXPLAIN WHAT HAPPENED.
Let users know what happened to their data, what you are doing to fix the problem, and how they can employ selfhelp to protect their own private information. By being forthright about the problem and offering clear guidance and
assistance to your users about how they can protect and monitor their own privacy, you will reassure them that you
take your business responsibilities—and their privacy—seriously.
Sony’s “Half-Baked Response” to Security Breach: Sony “will have a long road ahead
to win back the trust of gamers” after a security breach that shut down Sony’s Playstation
Network in spring 2011 turned into a major privacy fiasco.69 The company waited five days
before revealing that user data including passwords had been compromised, and then disclosed weeks
later that at least some credit card information had been lost in the incident as well.70 In the aftermath
of the breach, Sony was excoriated by Congress, with Rep. Bono Mack (R-CA) describing its behavior as
a “half-hearted, half-baked response [that] is not going to fly in the future.71 The company also faces at
least one lawsuit accusing it of not taking “reasonable care to protect, encrypt, and secure the private
and sensitive data of its users.”72

CONTACT ALL RELEVANT INSTITUTIONS.
In the event of a data breach, you may need to contact law enforcement officials, banks, credit payment processors, and
credit agencies. Generate a list of institutions to contact ahead of time so that you will be prepared if disaster strikes.

PROTECT YOUR USERS AND REPAIR YOUR REPUTATION.
If you suffer a breach, do everything in your power to protect your users from further harm. Taking steps such as
offering free credit monitoring to any user whose data was exposed can mitigate the damage both to your users and
to your reputation.
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PLAN AHEAD

Prompt notification is often crucial to allow users to prevent identity theft and other consequences of data loss before
they occur. Failing to notify all affected users of a security breach, even if the law of every state does not require you
to do so, could result in real costs to your users, bad press for your company, and the erosion of customer trust.

BE TRANSPARENT: GIVE USERS THE ABILITY
TO MAKE INFORMED CHOICES
The first step in establishing a trust-based relationship with your users is giving them the information they need to
make informed decisions. Doing so not only helps your users decide how to use your service, it can also build loyalty
among your current users and help you recruit new ones.

 D O

YOU CLEARLY COMMUNICATE YOUR PRIVACY PRACTICES
TO YOUR USERS?

If your company operates a commercial website or mobile app targeting California residents,
California’s Online Privacy Protection Act requires that you post a conspicuous privacy policy that
discloses the kinds of personally identifiable data collected and shared with third parties.73 But
a lengthy privacy policy filled with legal jargon may be difficult for most users to understand.
A good approach is to also create easy-to-read privacy documents that spell out exactly what
information you collect, retain, and use—and then to comply with all of your promises to users.

EXPLAIN YOUR PRIVACY PRACTICES AS EFFECTIVELY
AS POSSIBLE.

Research
2012

published in

estimated that
it would take an

American
293 hours

average
up to

per year just to
skim the privacy
policy of every site
she visited.74

You can help your users understand your privacy practices by writing your privacy policy in plain, readable language. But
your official policy doesn’t have to be the only tool you use to explain your practices to users. Frequently Asked Questions
pages, graphs and grids, and other communication methods can also help your users understand your privacy practices.
DuckDuckGo Keeps Privacy Simple: Fledgling search engine DuckDuckGo is reaping
the benefits of having clear and privacy-friendly policies written in understandable English.
Its privacy policy starts with a clear statement that “DuckDuckGo does not collect or share
personal information,”75 followed by a longer explanation about why users “should care.” This policy has been
highlighted by the press and the service has both increased traffic and obtained venture funding as a result
of its privacy-friendly approach.76

Zynga Makes Privacy a Game: Social gaming company Zynga received kudos in 2011 for
“making privacy a game” with “PrivacyVille,” which provides users with an interactive mechanism
to explore the company’s privacy policy and rewards them with “zPoints” to spend in the
company’s other games.77 The company was praised for creating a privacy tool “that makes sense and that
users care and learn about.”78

EXPLAIN HOW INFORMATION IS SHARED WITH
OTHER USERS OR THIRD PARTIES.
Users are very concerned about the possibility that their information might be shared
without their knowledge or consent. You can address this worry by making it easy for users
to understand who can view or access their information, how it can be used, and how your
company ensures that it is not misused. “Third parties” should include anyone whom your
users might not recognize as part of your company, even if they are not legally considered
separate entities.

71

percent of

respondents to a

2012 survey were
“very concerned”
about companies
selling or sharing
information about
them without their
permission.79
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GIVE USERS AN OPPORTUNITY TO UNDERSTAND YOUR PRIVACY
PRACTICES BEFORE THEY USE YOUR SERVICE.
Many privacy fiascos are triggered when users are unpleasantly surprised to learn how a service actually works and
how their personal data has been or could be collected and used. Giving users at least a basic understanding of your
product’s key data practices and privacy protections before they jump in and use the service can prevent surprise and
lead to a better relationship with your users in the long run.
App Platforms, California AG Reach Privacy Agreement: In February 2012, major mobile
platforms Amazon, Apple, Google, HP, Microsoft, and RIM brought “good news” to smartphone
users by reaching an agreement with the California Attorney General to give users information
about mobile app privacy practices before the user downloads and runs the app.80 The platforms
agreed to require app-specific privacy policies for all applications and to allow users to view an app’s policy
before downloading it.

MAKE SURE YOU COMPLY WITH YOUR PRIVACY PROMISES.

Myspace Fined, Sued for Deceptive Privacy Practices: In 2012, Myspace was hit with a class
action lawsuit and an FTC investigation for failing to comply with its own privacy policy. The
policy stated that it would not share personal information, yet the company allowed advertisers
to access users’“Friend IDs,” which allowed the advertisers to obtain user names and personal information and
track browsing history.81 In a settlement with the FTC, Myspace agreed to implement a comprehensive privacy
program and undergo regular, independent privacy assessments for the next 20 years.

 CAN YOUR USERS LEARN WHAT DATA YOU HOLD ABOUT THEM
AND HOW IT IS USED AND SHARED?

ALLOW USERS TO REVIEW THE INFORMATION THAT YOU HAVE
COLLECTED ABOUT THEM.
Allowing users to review the data that you currently possess about them can give them a better understanding of the
privacy consequences of their actions. It can also help you by allowing users to review and correct inaccurate data
and flag any uses or disclosures that they find inappropriate.

DISCLOSE THIRD PARTIES WITH WHOM YOU HAVE VOLUNTARILY
SHARED A USER’S INFORMATION.
According to a
2009 survey,
69 percent of
Americans believe
there should be
a law that gives
people the right
to know everything
a website knows
about them.82

Many users are particularly concerned about the possibility that their information might be
shared with third parties without their knowledge and consent. Letting users identify the actual
recipients of their personal information, as well as what those recipients are permitted to do
with that information, is a critical step in building trust and empowering users to make informed
choices—even if that choice is whether or not to use your service. Doing so also allows your users
to identify and flag third parties who appear to be abusing their privileges by collecting excessive
amounts of data or using that data in ways that violate your agreements with that party or your
users. As with all of your policies and records, inform users of any change to your sharing practices
before it goes into effect.
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BE TRANSPARENT

Failing to live up to your privacy statements may not only anger users but also result in government fines and
lawsuits. Make sure that your privacy statements are accurate and that everyone who handles personal data
understands and complies with them.

BE TRANSPARENT ABOUT LEGAL DEMANDS FOR USER
INFORMATION.
If you are confronted with a demand for a user’s information, notify her as soon as possible so that she can defend
herself rather than hold you accountable (fairly or not) if she later learns that her data were shared without her
knowledge or consent. Beyond that, being transparent about how many demands for information you receive and
when you comply with these demands can benefit not only your users but your reputation.
Google Publishes Transparency Report: In an important move toward transparency, Google
released a Transparency Report tool in 2010 to track and display the number of government
demands to remove content or disclose user data that the company receives worldwide, country
by country.83 Although the tool does not track all requests and only counts the numbers of
requests received, not the number of user records requested, Google was applauded for providing some
information about government demands.84 Other companies such as Twitter have started to follow suit.85

 D O

YOU CLEARLY INFORM YOUR USERS WHEN YOU ARE
COLLECTING DATA ABOUT THEM?

If your company’s product can turn on sensors or capture data about your user’s location or activities, you need to clearly
inform users of its capabilities and notify them whenever it is active. Failing to do so can lead to user outrage and legal
consequences when users discover that your product has been secretly collecting information about them. You can take
some important steps so that customers are not being forced to choose between your product and their privacy.

INFORM USERS ABOUT ALL DATA COLLECTION AND OBTAIN OPT-IN
CONSENT.
Inform users about all of the information that your product or service generates or collects and allow them to choose
whether and when to share this information. Failing to keep users informed about data collection can lead to your
product being labeled as “spyware” or worse.
CarrierIQ Accused of Planting Spyware on Smartphones: Mobile analytics company
CarrierIQ and its business partners were hammered with negative press and legal actions when
a researcher discovered that the company’s software, capable of intercepting and recording
almost every single use of the phone, had been pre-installed on millions of HTC, Samsung, and Apple phones
provided by T-Mobile, Sprint, and AT&T without users’ knowledge or consent.86 The company initially tried
to suppress reports about its product by threatening the researcher with a lawsuit87 but later was forced to
acknowledge that it held a “treasure trove” of information and was sharing this information with the carriers.88
As a result, the company and its partners saw the situation “spiral out of control” and now face class action
lawsuits alleging violations of federal wiretapping law,89 as well as the scorn of users, the media, and Congress.90

NebuAd’s Plan to Monitor Internet Use Triggers Outrage: NebuAd’s “deep packet
inspection” system, designed to track online activity without notifying the user, led to broad
consumer outcry in 2008 when plans to use it were revealed.91 The ensuing privacy storm
included an inquiry into the system’s legality by the House Energy and Commerce Committee, the
resignation of the founder and chief executive, and the cancellation of major partnership agreements,
including a pilot program with the fourth-largest Internet service provider in the United States.
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NOTIFY USERS WHENEVER MONITORING IS ACTIVE.
Users should be aware when a device or product is collecting information or when a microphone, camera, or other
sensor is turned on. If your product allows user information to be collected and transmitted surreptitiously and this is
discovered, user trust can be severely affected.
In-Car Assistance Systems Caught Spying on Drivers: Users who purchased in-car
assistance systems they hoped would help them find their stolen cars or get help in an
emergency were not happy to learn that these systems could be used to spy on them. Because
some of these systems can be remotely activated without alerting the occupants of the vehicle, they have
been secretly used by law enforcement to track individuals and silently snoop on their conversations. The
press widely reported this undisclosed “feature” of such systems.92

 D O

YOU CLEARLY COMMUNICATE PRODUCT CHANGES TO
YOUR USERS?

Many of your users likely will embrace new or improved functionality as long as they are aware of what they are
getting, but they may react negatively if they are surprised. Giving users notice and requiring them to opt in will allow
them to voice possibly legitimate complaints and could prevent controversies when new features have unforeseen
consequences.
Etsy Suffers Privacy “DIY-saster”: In early 2011, online marketplace Etsy suffered a “social
media DIY-saster” after a change to the site made shoppers’ feedback posts, purchases, and in
some cases, real names publicly visible and searchable.93 The company was particularly criticized
for announcing the change only on a forum rarely used by buyers and for refusing to take its users’ privacy
concerns seriously before the media drew attention to the issue, leading to an incident described as “Etsy’s
privacy Valdez.”94 The online marketplace has since changed its default privacy settings, apologized for its
behavior, and acknowledged that it will have to “work hard to regain your trust,”95 for many users, however,
this may have been the “last straw.”96

Facebook Backtracks on Privacy Changes: In 2010 Facebook suffered a backlash when
it reduced user control by adding “Connections” (which were shared with all other Facebook
users without any option to limit visibility) and “Instant Personalization” (which shared
information with certain third-party sites without first asking for the user’s consent) and turning both
features on by default.97 Thousands of users posted comments expressing their frustration at being forced
to manually disable instant personalization,98 and senators asked the FTC to investigate Facebook’s actions
and called for simpler privacy controls.99 Less than two months later, Facebook was forced to backtrack (yet
again) by creating privacy settings for “Basic Directory Information” and making it easier for users to opt out
of Instant Personalization.100
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BE TRANSPARENT

NOTIFY USERS ABOUT PRODUCT CHANGES THAT AFFECT PRIVACY
BEFORE THE CHANGES ARE IMPLEMENTED.

DISTRIBUTE UPDATES AND NEW PRODUCTS SEPARATELY.
Using an “update” to push out new, unrelated products can result in negative press and may cause users to lose faith
in security update tools. Encourage users to install or use your great new product voluntarily—don’t trick them into it
by attaching it to an update for a service they already use.
Apple’s Update Mechanism “Borders on Malware”: When Apple released Windows version
3.1 of its Safari Web browser, it wasn’t content to simply promote its new product. Instead, it released
the browser as an “update” to its popular iTunes music software, causing many iTunes users to
involuntarily install Safari. Critics claimed that Apple’s behavior “bordered on malware distribution practices,” 101
driving Apple to clearly identify Safari as a new product and enable users to opt in prior to installation.102

PARTNER WITH YOUR USERS: PUT USERS IN
CONTROL AND STAND UP FOR THEIR RIGHTS
Even if you plan to offer your product “for free” and generate revenue from advertising
or other means, it is in your best interest to treat your users as partners: recognizing and
respecting their expectations, giving them the tools to make their own decisions about
their personal information, and standing up for them when they are unable to defend
themselves. By doing so, you may not only avoid the consequences when users are
unpleasantly surprised about how their data are used, you may find that users are more
willing to pay for or engage with your service if you earn their trust.

 D O

YOU GIVE USERS CONTROL OVER THEIR
PERSONAL INFORMATION?

A 2011 Carnegie
Mellon study on
privacy preferences
found that

“when

privacy

information is
made more salient
and accessible,

some consumers
are willing to
pay a premium to
purchase from
privacy protective

Users want to be in control of how their information is used or shared. California law already
websites.”103
gives consumers the right to learn how their personal information is shared by companies and
encourages the adoption of simple methods for individuals to have the ability to opt out of
information sharing.104 Failing to obtain explicit consent to use or share personal information, or making it difficult for users
to remove themselves from lists or terminate use of products, risks alienating existing users and discouraging others from
joining. Putting your users in control may lead to a far more positive relationship.

ALLOW USERS TO REVIEW, MODIFY, AND EXPORT THEIR OWN DATA.
Allowing users to review and maintain their own records (with appropriate logging and oversight) and export their
own data can benefit both your users and your company. Users are often in the best position to fix mistakes in your
data and thus increase the market value of the data that you do collect. And making it clear that users can modify or
export their data and use it as they see fit may encourage users to feel more comfortable with your service and boost
your company’s reputation in the process.
Google Creates “Data Liberation Front”: In 2009, Google announced the creation of the
Data Liberation Front, an internal project designed to allow users to export data from Google
services.105 The group took to heart then-CEO Eric Schmidt’s declaration that “if you don’t like
Google, if for whatever reason we do a bad job for you, we make it easy for you to move to our
competitor.”106 One commenter noted that the Data Liberation Front both “makes perfect sense from a
business perspective” and was “a positive step that’ll be beneficial to [Google’s] users.”107
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ALLOW USERS TO CONTROL HOW THEIR DATA
ARE COLLECTED, USED, AND SHARED.
Although your service may require certain data to function properly, giving users
the ability to choose how and whether any other information is collected, used,
or shared can increase trust and even use of your service by providing users with
the ability to choose the context in which they participate. You can increase user
control by providing easy-to-use tools that allow users to understand and select
their privacy and sharing preferences.

93
to a

percent of respondents

2008

Internet

survey stated that

companies should

always ask for permission
before using personal

information, and

72

percent

wanted the right to opt out
when companies track their
online behavior.108

ScanScout Offers Opt-Out, Then Prevents It: In 2011, ScanScout, an online video
advertising network, was investigated by the FTC109 and hit with a class action lawsuit110 for its
deceptive practice of using persistent “supercookies” to track users online. Although ScanScout’s
privacy policy stated that users could change their browser settings to “opt out” of its information tracking,
the company actually used technology designed to prevent users from doing so. ScanScout settled with the
FTC by submitting to ongoing oversight of the company’s privacy practices.

Google Faces Record Fines for Bypassing Privacy Settings: In 2012, Google agreed to pay a
record $22.5 million FTC fine111 and was hit with multiple lawsuits112 for violating its own statements
and bypassing privacy settings on Apple’s Safari web browser. Although Google had told Safari users
that they could use the browser’s privacy settings in order to prevent tracking, the company also deployed code
that enabled its own software to bypass these settings.113 Critics noted that the incident “represents another PR
blow” for Google and called for the company to “make a pro-privacy offering to restore your users’ trust.”114

there should be a law
that requires websites
and advertising
companies to delete
all stored information
about an individual, if

requested to do so.115

Users may be more likely to share content on your site if they know they can change
their mind and delete it later. And while you may hope that none of your users
decides to leave your service, if a user wants to leave, she should be able to delete
her entire record, including any archived or residual information. The negative
publicity from denying users the right to terminate their account will far outweigh
any marginal benefit from retaining their information.

Netflix Sued for Retaining Records About Former Customers: In 2012, Netflix settled a class
action lawsuit alleging that it retained records about former customers in violation of the Video Privacy
Protection Act.116 The company ultimately settled the lawsuit by agreeing to pay $9 million and change
its policy to permanently de-associate records from accounts that had been inactive for more than 365 days.
Facebook Makes It Hard to Leave: Facebook users were very unhappy in 2008 when they
realized that it was nearly impossible to remove their information from the social network.117
One user reported that it took “two months and several email exchanges with Facebook’s user
service representatives to erase most of his information from the site.” The lack of easy and effective deletion
procedures led to anger from Facebook’s users, and many bloggers encouraged users to delete accounts
and posted detailed instructions of how to do so.118 To stem the tide of criticism, Facebook modified its
settings and provided straightforward instructions for users who wish to delete their accounts.119
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PARTNER WITH
YOUR USER

According to a 2009
study, 92 percent of
adult Americans agree

CREATE A QUICK AND EASY PROCESS FOR
USERS TO DELETE CONTENT OR TERMINATE
ACCOUNTS.

 DO

YOU IDENTIFY AND RESPECT USER EXPECTATIONS?

Many privacy disasters occur when users learn that they have been automatically enrolled in a new service or feature
that they find invasive or when non-users are surprised to find out that your product has been collecting and using
information about them without their consent. By evaluating products from a consumer perspective and giving users
the option of activating new features, you can build trust and avoid unpleasant surprises for everyone involved.

EVALUATE FEATURES AND DATA SHARING FROM MULTIPLE
PERSPECTIVES.
Many privacy catastrophes occur because companies focus on their internal perspective of the value of collecting or
sharing data without adequately considering the potential wider effects on users or the general public. By looking
at your product from various points of view, including bringing in focus groups or outside advisors to evaluate
the consequences of your new product or feature, you can better anticipate and design for consumers’ actual
expectations.
Fitbit Deals with Fireworks After Exposing “Sex Stats”: Fitbit, an online service that allows
users to track their exercise habits, found itself faced with a different set of fireworks during the
2011 Fourth of July weekend when some users discovered that their sexual activity was being
broadcast to the public.120 The company had made all reported data visible to everyone by default without
considering the full scope of “exercise data” that it allowed users to include. Although FitBit “pulled a quickie”
by making activity reports private for all new and existing users and even contacting search engines to try to
remove results, the damage was already done.

i-Free Forced to Pull App “Geared Toward Stalkers”: In 2012, app developer i-Free
Innovations was forced to pull its controversial iPhone app “Girls Around Me” from the App
Store after heavy criticism of its privacy practices.121 The app, which used data from Facebook
and Foursquare to display the location, picture, and information of nearby women, was shut down by
Foursquare122 amidst outrage that it was “geared towards stalkers” and violated user expectations about the
use of personal data.123

REQUIRE USERS TO OPT IN TO ANY CHANGE THAT MAY CONFLICT
WITH THEIR EXPECTATIONS.
Although it is important to notify users about any change that impacts their privacy, it is especially important
to inform users and obtain their consent when you make a change that directly conflicts with users’ current
expectations. Users who are not adequately informed and given an opportunity to opt in to a new feature may view
the change as a betrayal of their trust.
Google Buzz Exposes Private Contact Details: In early 2010, Google tried to jump on the
social networking bandwagon by releasing its own service, Google Buzz. But the biggest buzz
about the new service focused on privacy because Google pre-populated “following” lists with
frequent chat and email contacts and made that information public by default. Media articles called Buzz
a “privacy nightmare”124 and warned that Buzz “managed to completely overstep the bounds of personal
privacy.”125 Within weeks of launch, Google Buzz became the subject of an FTC privacy complaint126 and a class
action lawsuit that resulted in an $8.5 million settlement.127 Google ultimately axed the entire Buzz service.128
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 DO

YOU STAND UP FOR YOUR USERS’ PRIVACY?

Going the extra mile to protect privacy can earn your company the valuable trust of your users. Many of the privacy
laws in the United States are badly outdated, resulting in a patchwork system of legal protection for privacy riddled
with loopholes and grey areas. While this uncertainty may subject your company to legally questionable demands for
user data, it also gives you an opportunity to establish a reputation as a champion of your users’ rights. As one Chief
Privacy Officer put it: “Your customers will hold you to a higher standard than laws will, and the question is, do you
pay attention to your customers? Do you care about your customers?”129

COMPLY WITH DEMANDS FOR INFORMATION ONLY WHERE CLEARLY
REQUIRED BY LAW.
Reject any demand for user information that lacks legal authority. If the law is uncertain, challenge the legitimacy of a
demand for information. Stronger, clearer privacy laws will make compliance easier in the future, and your users will
reward you for fighting for their interests.
Yahoo! Successfully Fights Warrantless Demand: In 2010 Yahoo! was applauded by users and
privacy advocates when it successfully fought a Justice Department demand for access to a user’s
email without a search warrant.130 The Justice Department withdrew its request after Yahoo! went
to court rather than comply with the demand (and was publicly supported by Google and numerous public
interest organizations in a friend-of-the-court brief ). As a result, Yahoo! won points with privacy advocates for
being committed to protecting the privacy of its users.131

AT&T, Verizon Accused of Eavesdropping on Users: In 2006, news broke that these two
massive telecommunications companies had been allegedly turning over the private calling
records of millions of Americans to the National Security Agency.135 The companies were caught
in a firestorm of bad publicity and hit by a barrage of costly class action lawsuits.136 The companies faced
potentially “crippling” damages in the hundreds of billions of dollars and spent massive amounts on attorney
and lobbyist fees to try to sidestep liability.137

Qwest Resists Surveillance Efforts: Unlike AT&T and Verizon, Qwest resisted the NSA’s request
for telephone records and received a significant amount of positive media coverage as a result.
The New York Times described the company as “a gleaming political touchstone and a beacon of
consumer protection” and noted that many users had switched to Qwest purely on the basis of its principled
stand against government surveillance,138 the Associated Press declared that Qwest was “squarely on the side
of the little guy,”139 and bloggers created online buttons reading “Qwest: N.S.A.-Free. Who are you with?”140 As
the New York Times pointed out: “Companies can’t buy that kind of buzz.”
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PARTNER WITH
YOUR USER

Amazon Sues to Protect Users: Amazon showed its commitment to protecting the privacy of
users in 2010 by refusing to turn over records detailing more than 50 million purchases of North
Carolina residents to that state’s Department of Revenue.132 To protect its customers and their
ability to “purchase sensitive or unpopular material,” the company filed suit against the state agency with the
support of the ACLU.133 The state ultimately agreed not to demand the titles or other identifying information
about books, movies, and similar material.134

PROMPTLY NOTIFY THE USER AND GIVE HER AN OPPORTUNITY TO RESPOND.
If you do receive a legitimate demand for information, notify the target of that request. Inform the user about any
legal options she might have to challenge the demand, such as a motion to quash a subpoena, and give the user as
much time as possible to do so before complying with any demand for information.
Twitter’s “Remarkable Display of Backbone”: In January 2011, Twitter was widely applauded
for its “remarkable display of backbone” in standing up for its users’ privacy and free speech
rights by challenging the secrecy of a demand from the Department of Justice (DoJ).141 Seeking
information about Twitter users who were thought to be affiliated with WikiLeaks, the DoJ obtained a court
order requiring Twitter to turn over those users’ records—including contact and credit card information and
the identities of other individuals who communicated with those users. The court also issued a “gag order”
prohibiting Twitter from telling these users about the demand. However, Twitter upheld its promise to notify
users of a demand whenever legally possible by fighting back against the order.142

DISCLOSE ONLY REQUIRED INFORMATION.
Companies often hand over far more information than is asked of them—for example, handing over months of call
records when law enforcement has only requested a single week or disclosing user transactions that are unrelated to
the scope of the request.143 Excessive disclosure can lead to legal liability for your company and loss of user trust.
Google Fights Demand for Millions of Search Records: When Google stood up for the privacy
of its users by fighting an overbroad civil subpoena from the government that demanded millions of
private search queries, the company reaped a bonanza of positive public and media attention. In the
end, the court held that the government was only entitled to 50,000 URLs with no personal information.144

YouTube Wins Battle to Anonymize Data: As part of an ongoing suit against YouTube/Google
for copyright infringement, in 2007 Viacom sought and obtained a discovery order forcing
YouTube to disclose all “video-related data from the logging database,” including information
identifying the users who watched each video.145 YouTube continued to fight for the privacy of its users and
in 2008 reached an agreement with Viacom to anonymize the identities and IP addresses of non-Google
employees in any data conveyed to Viacom.146

PUSH FOR STRONGER LAWS TO PROTECT USER PRIVACY.
Although privacy issues are increasingly on the radar of the public, press, lawmakers, and regulators, legal protections for
online privacy are still badly outdated. For example, the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, the federal law intended
to protect the privacy of electronic communications and online data, has not been meaningfully updated since its
enactment in 1986, before the Web, social media, and other widespread modern technologies even existed.147
As the law gets more and more outdated, user privacy is increasingly at risk, and companies are regularly faced with
demands for information that may or may not be legitimate. Joining coalitions with advocates and other companies
and supporting efforts to reform privacy law at the state and federal level may not only clarify your own legal
obligations, it can also help to establish your reputation as a company invested in protecting your users’ privacy.
Google Protects Readers of Digital Books: Google helped protect the privacy of its users by
supporting the passage of the California Reader Privacy Act.148 The law, which went into effect in
January 2012, ensures that government and third parties can’t demand access to private reading
records held by companies without proper justification and creates greater transparency about how often
reading records are disclosed.149
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T

he Internet is increasingly seen as a key catalyst of freedom of expression around the world. Simultaneously,
companies are realizing that allowing users to express themselves freely is an excellent way to build loyalty.
Giving your users a forum to express their views, free from censorship and other limitations, can create a sense of
place and community that can enormously benefit your company as well as your users.

ENCOURAGE USERS TO SPEAK FREELY: ESTABLISH
POLICIES THAT PROMOTE SPEECH IN EVERY FORM
If your product allows users to interact with each other, it is in your best interest to encourage user expression. The
more freedom your users have to communicate with their friends and the world at large, express themselves as they
see fit, and explore a wide variety of content, the more likely they are to interact deeply with your service, with lasting
benefits to everyone involved.

 D O

YOU ENCOURAGE USERS TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES AS
THEY CHOOSE?

Many successful products evolved in ways their creators never envisioned when users were given the freedom to
innovate and utilize the service in different ways rather than adhere to constraints imposed by the service. Give your
users as many choices as possible in how they communicate with each other and they may turn your product into a
surprising success story.

PROMOTE SPEECH REGARDLESS OF TOPIC OR VIEWPOINT.
To build the widest possible user base, your service should let users discuss the topics they choose and feel free to
express their own viewpoint. Encouraging debate rather than stifling dissent can produce a vibrant and compelling
dialogue that engages existing users and attracts new ones, while censoring legitimate speech can generate bad
press, outraged users, and governmental intervention.
Facebook Called Out for Rejecting Drug Policy Reform Ads: In 2012, Facebook’s effort to
position itself as a key platform for reaching “a huge potential voter pool”150 was undermined
when its reviewers rejected multiple ads by two separate groups promoting discussion of
marijuana legalization and drug policy reform.151 Although Facebook quickly rescinded the rejection and
promised to evaluate its processes for reviewing ads, it still has to address the reputational effects of not
initially treating all political content equally.

ALLOW USERS TO SPEAK ANONYMOUSLY OR PSEUDONYMOUSLY.
The courts have repeatedly affirmed that “protections for anonymous speech are vital to democratic discourse.”152
Many of your users may have important reasons to conceal their identity, whether they are domestic violence
survivors, youth questioning their sexual orientation, or whistleblowers reporting an abuse of power. Other users may
simply wish to access and share information without fear of harassment or embarrassment. Embracing these users by
enabling anonymous or pseudonymous speech can add a deeper dimension to the conversations on your service.
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ENCOURAGE USERS
TO SPEAK FREELY

GIVE YOUR USERS A PLATFORM
TO SPEAK FREELY

Google+, Minus Anonymity: In 2011, Google came under fire for requiring users of its
new Google+ service to use their real names, rather than pseudonyms, as identifiers on the
service.153 Critics expressed concern about the loss of online pseudonyms and the especially
problematic consequences for people in vulnerable positions. Many users also complained about frequent
and unpredictable account deactivation based on the real name policy. Google’s initial response, “use your
name or don’t use the service,” was viewed as a lost opportunity to distinguish itself from Facebook. However,
continuing pressure ultimately convinced the company to backtrack and promise to allow pseudonyms.154

 DO YOU GIVE USERS CONTROL OVER THE CONTENT THEY
ACCESS AND THE TOOLS THEY USE?

Freedom of expression is not just the right to speak freely; it is also the right to obtain information without censorship or
restriction. If you prevent your users from accessing content they want to read or see, or if you limit the tools they can use
to communicate with each other and the wider world, they may see your product as a hindrance rather than a service.

ALLOW USERS TO ACCESS CONTENT WITHOUT FILTERING OR
CENSORSHIP.
Your users expect to be able to access the content they want. Providing them with the tools to do so, rather than
using technology to block access to legitimate content, encourages them to work with your service rather than
express their outrage or look for other means of obtaining access to the content.

Apple Comes Under Fire when Siri Refuses to Provide Abortion Content: Apple came
under fire from users and the press when it was discovered that the new iPhone's “intelligent
personal assistant” Siri would not provide information about abortion clinics or emergency
contraceptives.155 Instead of providing the requested information, Siri replied to inquiries by saying it
“couldn’t find any abortion clinics” despite there being multiple hospitals and Planned Parenthood health
centers nearby, or in some cases even by directing users to anti-abortion centers. Although Apple denied
allegations of intentionally censoring abortion and contraceptive information and called Siri’s response
to such inquiries a “glitch,” users and the media remained skeptical that the application’s performance was
entirely a mistake.

AT&T Faces the Music for Censoring Pearl Jam: Censoring the political speech of the
popular rock band Pearl Jam landed AT&T in hot water in 2007. The company censored several
seconds of a live concert broadcast, replacing the lyrics “George Bush, find yourself another
home” with silence.156 Although the company quickly reposted an uncensored version, the damage to its
reputation could not be reversed as easily.

DO NOT DISCRIMINATE AGAINST PARTICULAR TOOLS OR SERVICES.
Users consistently express outrage when ISPs and similar services interfere with their ability to use third-party
software. You can avoid controversy and demonstrate your support for your users by giving them the freedom to
communicate using whatever application or tool they choose.
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Verizon Pledges Not to Monitor Users: In late 2007, Verizon received widespread praise when
it made a pro-free speech pledge not to monitor its network backbone for peer-to-peer file
sharing. The company pledged that it would not “accept the role of network police agency.”160

 DO

YOU LET USERS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES?

Your users may be happy to talk about your service voluntarily, but they are less likely to react well if they are forced
to do so. Ensure that users are in control of their own expression and that you aren’t putting words in their mouths
without their consent.

GIVE USERS FULL CONTROL OVER WHAT THEY SAY AND HOW
THEIR COMMUNICATIONS ARE USED.
You may want to encourage your users to pitch your service to their friends—but simply doing so on their behalf can
backfire, generating resentment and even lawsuits. Letting your users decide what to say about your company and
when to say it may win you more users in the long run.
Socialcam Slammed for “Bullying” Users: In early 2012, the Facebook app Socialcam was
slammed in the press for oversharing potentially embarrassing information, “bullying” people
into installing the app, and ignoring stated privacy preferences.161 The app’s stated purpose was
to allow users to share videos on Facebook, but its inadequate controls led to concerns that users might
unknowingly share harmful material.162

CLEARLY DISTINGUISH YOUR OWN SPEECH.
Your company is entitled to express its own position. But it is important to make it clear when your company is
speaking on its own behalf or simply relaying user expression. Making it easy for users to distinguish between the two
can avoid incidents that erode trust in your product and company.
Tagged Named “World’s Most Annoying Website” for Deceptive Emails: In 2009, in
a misguided attempt to boost membership, social networking site Tagged sent millions of
deceptive emails that misled recipients into giving the company access to their contact lists.163
As users became aware of the deception, Tagged’s reputation and pocketbook both suffered. In addition to
being called “the world’s most annoying website” by Time,164 Tagged racked up over $1.4 million in fines after
being sued by at least three states.165
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AT&T Accused of “Holding FaceTime Hostage”: In 2012 AT&T triggered consumer and
media outrage when it announced that it would only allow iPhone users to use the video chat
app FaceTime on the carrier’s cellular data network if the customers purchased a shared data
plan. As a result, the company was subjected to a barrage of negative press and customer
complaints, with the media accusing the company of “holding FaceTime hostage,”157 “slapping consumers in
[the] face over FaceTime,”158 and carrying out “simple extortion.”159

 D O YOU ENCOURAGE YOUR USERS TO SPEAK WITHOUT FEAR OF BEING MONITORED?
If your service attempts to profile users by intercepting and tracking Web searches, email, online downloads, and
other activities, it may not only invade users’ privacy but also discourage users from communicating freely on your
platform. Encourage your users to freely express themselves by making it clear that you will not monitor their
online activities.

MODERATE CAUTIOUSLY: AVOID CENSORING
OR REMOVING LEGITIMATE SPEECH
Although promoting most kinds of speech can benefit your product, you may need to place limits on illegal activity
or behavior that causes harm to your company or your community of users. Making these policies as clear and narrow
as possible and ensuring that there are mechanisms in place to handle disputes with minimal disruption to free
expression on your service can help users understand and comply with your code without feeling that their freedom
of speech is unreasonably constrained.

 D O

YOUR POLICIES PROTECT YOUR USERS AND YOUR
COMPANY WITHOUT DETERRING LEGITIMATE SPEECH?

If your product provides a forum for content or communication, consider carefully whether you want to be in the
business of policing those forums. Clear, narrowly-drafted policies that prohibit only illegal or disruptive speech can
protect your company as well as your users’ freedom of expression.

PROHIBIT ONLY ACTIONS THAT ARE ILLEGAL OR DISRUPT THE
PRIMARY FUNCTION OF YOUR SITE OR SERVICE.
A sense of community can flourish when users are able to communicate freely. Narrowly tailoring your terms of
service to prohibit only illegal or disruptive content will help you limit the time you spend monitoring speech as well
as the risk of being seen as inconsistent or biased in the application of your rules.
PayPal Flops as Moral Police: In February 2012, PayPal told book publishers to remove certain
“offending literature” from their catalogs or be removed from online payment processing,
drawing criticism from the press and civil liberties groups.166 Although the company claimed
that its policy was merely a shield against legal action, its actions were seen as affecting a broad range of
“offensive” content, some of which was clearly legal.167 Faced with a barrage of criticism, PayPal narrowed its
policy to focus more narrowly on illegal and liability-inducing material.168

BART Sparks Controversy by Blocking Cell Service: The Bay Area Rapid Transit system
(BART) sparked a national controversy in 2011 when it shut down cell phone service in advance
of a planned protest of a fatal shooting by a BART police officer.169 The agency’s action triggered
an outpouring of customer and media outrage and an investigation by the Federal Communications
Commission170 and caused the agency to adopt a new policy to only restrict cell phone access in
“extraordinary circumstances” when there is a “strong evidence of imminent unlawful activity.”171
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CLEARLY SPELL OUT THE CONTENT OR SPEECH THAT IS PROHIBITED
AND THE CONSEQUENCES OF VIOLATING YOUR POLICY.
Vague prohibitions of “offensive” or “inappropriate” speech leave users uncertain as to what they can and cannot say,
which can both chill acceptable speech and drive users to forums with clearer and more speech-friendly policies.

ALLOW USERS TO REMEDY OR APPEAL VIOLATIONS.
Unilaterally deleting content or imposing penalties without notice can leave users feeling frustrated and angry.
Instead, inform users when they appear to be violating your terms of service, explain exactly what they did that is not
allowed, and allow them to appeal that judgment. These actions can both reduce negative feelings about a particular
incident and help users understand how to comply with your rules in the future.

 DO

YOU CONSISTENTLY APPLY YOUR POLICIES?

Even the most speech-friendly policies will do little good if they are not consistently applied. Make sure that everyone
responsible for moderating or monitoring content is on board with your efforts to protect and promote speech.

ENSURE THAT YOUR POLICIES FOR REVIEWING CONTENT AND
COMPLAINTS PRODUCES CONSISTENT RESULTS.
Having a clear and consistent interpretation of your own policy and ensuring that your reviewers understand and follow
it may help your users properly stay within boundaries of acceptable behavior. It can also avoid controversies where
content is declared legitimate by some reviewers but nonetheless flagged as inappropriate and removed by others.
Facebook Faces “Nurse-In” over Breastfeeding Photo Policies: In February 2012, Facebook
offices were the site of “nurse-ins” protesting the social giant’s practice of repeatedly taking down
photographs of breastfeeding mothers.173 Although Facebook stated that its current practice was
to allow such photos, in practice breastfeeding photos have been removed frequently for containing “nudity”
and some mothers’ Facebook accounts have even been deactivated.174 As a result, critics chastised Facebook for
not even “playing by their own rules” and told the social network to “stop being total boobs.”175

ENSURE THAT YOUR POLICIES APPLY EQUALLY TO ALL USERS.
Users will rightly be unhappy if they believe that some group or perspective is favored on your service. Avoid the
appearance of favoritism by ensuring that you apply your policies consistently to all would-be speakers rather than
subjecting certain viewpoints to particular scrutiny or catering to objections from certain groups.
Twitter Bans Olympic Journalist for Heckling: In 2012, Twitter faced allegations of
preferential treatment of NBC, which had partnered with Twitter to promote the Olympics,
after it encouraged NBC to complain about journalist Guy Adams’ tweets and then immediately
suspended his account after NBC complained.176 Although Twitter quickly apologized and reinstated
Adams’ account, it still “found itself in a deeply unfamiliar situation: as the subject of one of the firestorms of
indignation that characterises the platform, but which are usually directed at others.”177
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Twitter Rethinks Its Code of Conduct: In 2008, Twitter was dragged into an incident between
two of its users as a result of its code of conduct that prohibited “harassing” or “intimidating”
tweets.172 Twitter initially removed a number of tweets that allegedly violated its code, but later
reversed course and permitted subsequent tweets rather than comply with requests to ban the offending
user from the service. Ultimately, Twitter decided to amend its terms of service and asserted its desire to be
“a communication utility, not a mediator of content.”

PROMOTE CREATIVITY: LET CUSTOMERS
DECIDE HOW TO USE AND DISCUSS YOUR
PRODUCT
Even if your business model involves selling or otherwise monetizing content, consider the costs and consequences
of aggressively asserting your rights to control the use or distribution of that content, whether through legal or
technological means. Encouraging your customers to use your content or service in new and innovative ways may
attract more paying customers, while limiting your customers’ ability to enjoy your service could drive them to less
restrictive competitors.

 H ave you considered the benefits of encouraging the

unrestricted use and distribution of your content or product?

Encouraging your fans to express their own creativity may draw more attention to your product and even lead to new
strategies for generating revenue. Allowing and encouraging modifications, fan fiction, and other derivative works can
support your user community—or even recruit a brand new user base around an adaption of your content or service.
Fan Mod Pushes 3-Year-Old Video Game up the Charts: Bohemia Interactive’s ARMA II game
was released in 2009, but the game achieved its greatest success in 2012 thanks to a zombiethemed modification (“mod”) created by one of its players. The “Day-Z” mod “took the PC world by
storm,” turning the original game into a best seller.178

 DO YOU RESPECT FREE SPEECH IF YOU DO ASSERT CONTROL?
If you determine that you need to take action to prevent unauthorized use or distribution of content or information,
ensure that you respect others’ freedom of expression while you protect your own rights. Attempting to assert control
without considering how the targets of your efforts and the general public might react can backfire badly, especially
if your goal is to limit the distribution of sensitive information.

USE INFORMAL CHANNELS TO OPEN DISCUSSIONS.
Before resorting to, or even threatening, legal action, contact the offending party and explain your concerns. You may
be able to reach an amicable solution that serves the interests of both sides instead of winding up in a conflict that
may not benefit anyone.

CAREFULLY EVALUATE THE LEGAL BASIS FOR YOUR DEMANDS.
Do not attempt to control content or information about your company using legal claims that are unlikely to
stand up in court. Doing so will not only cost you time and money, it may harm your reputation and even lead to
countersuits.
Apple “Bites the Fans that Feed It”: Apple was chastised by Forbes for “biting the fans that
feed it” after trying to clamp down on blog posts about rumored upcoming products.179 Apple’s
attempt to use legal methods to try to stifle conversation about its next-generation devices was
shot down by the courts as well.180
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Viacom Demands Removal of Political Videos: Downplaying the right to make “fair use” of
copyrighted content led to a lawsuit and media firestorm for Viacom. The company sent Digital
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) letters to YouTube in early 2007 demanding the removal
of thousands of video clips that it claimed were infringing on its copyrighted material. Some of the clips
taken down, including one produced by MoveOn.org, used copyrighted material for permitted purposes
such as political commentary and parody.181 Viacom conceded that it had erred in issuing the DMCA notice
regarding MoveOn’s video and agreed to set up a website and email “hotline” to review any complaints
within one business day and reinstate the video if the takedown request was improper.182 However, many
users and online video enthusiasts remain bitter toward the company for its actions.183

MAKE IT EASY FOR RECIPIENTS TO RESPOND TO YOUR DEMANDS.
Give individuals and content hosts a quick and easy way to contest or respond to takedown requests, such as an
email hotline. Such a service will allow mistakes and relationships to be repaired without costly litigation. If you send
a takedown request to a third party, ask that links to these hotlines be posted in place of any removed content and be
sent to the owner or poster of any removed content.

 H AVE YOU CONSIDERED THE COSTS AND RISKS OF LEGALLY
In many cases, although you might wish to limit the use or distribution of your intellectual property, using legal
mechanisms to attempt to assert control may simply not be effective. Assess the likelihood of success and the
consequences of failure before attempting to use legal or technical means to restrict use.

CONSIDER THE POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF ATTEMPTING TO
REMOVE CONTENT FROM THE INTERNET.
Attempts to suppress speech often backfire, further fanning the flames of interest in the information that you were
hoping to remove and resulting in significant damage to brands as well as loss of goodwill. Once information has
been leaked to the Internet, it is very difficult to put the genie back into the bottle. Trying to do so may only keep the
problem in the spotlight.
Bank Julius Baer Turns “Secret” Documents into Public Spectacle: Swiss bank Julius Baer
ended up in the free speech hot seat and its leaked corporate documents received widespread
attention when it tried to prevent the popular WikiLeaks site from distributing copies of these
184
documents. When the bank was able to obtain an initial court order disabling the WikiLeaks domain name,
the incident attracted widespread press attention, the information was republished on many other Internet
sites, and the ACLU and a number of other public interest groups opposed the bank’s efforts to squelch
speech. Ultimately, the judge recognized the important free speech principles involved and dissolved the
injunction, but not before the controversy—and the original documents—were broadcast worldwide.185
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ASSERTING CONTROL OVER YOUR CONTENT OR PRODUCT?

 HAVE YOU CAREFULLY CONSIDERED THE IMPLICATIONS OF
PLACING TECHNOLOGICAL LIMITS ON YOUR USERS?

Although it might be tempting to use digital rights management (DRM) or filters that identify specific content to guard
your intellectual property, poorly-deployed DRM or filters can hinder your users’ ability to use and share your content
legitimately, and can burden you with the obligation of maintaining your technology for years. Carefully weigh the costs
and benefits of these tools and implement them in a way that minimizes the impact on free expression.

CONSIDER THE LONG-TERM FINANCIAL COSTS.
The upfront costs of DRM are fairly obvious: the financial outlay and time spent on acquisition or implementation. The
long-term costs are more difficult to measure. In some situations, you may be forced to choose between maintaining
a distribution model or authentication system that you would rather abandon or facing outrage and even lawsuits
from users who purchased content that is suddenly unusable. In addition, the administrative costs of maintaining
DRM are likely to continue to grow.
Google Forced to Repay Purchasers of Unusable Content: In 2007 Google became
the target of public outcry when it tried to close down its video service that incorporated
DRM technology. Because users would have been unable to continue to use their previously
purchased content once Google terminated the service, Google was forced to fully refund all payments for
the service as well as keep the service active for an additional six months.186

EVALUATE THE IMPACT ON YOUR USERS.
Users may be dissuaded from using your product or service if their freedom is constrained by DRM, especially if there
is not enough “breathing space” to allow your customers to create new content or find new uses of your products or
services that you never envisioned. In addition, user trust in your product may erode as customers realize that DRM is
interfering with their expectations.

ENSURE THAT ANY CONTROLS YOU USE CONFORM TO USER
EXPECTATIONS.
If you use a filter to restrict the content that users are permitted to post or share, do everything in your power to
minimize false positives that lead to blocking or removing legitimate content. Ensure that any automated system only
identifies and blocks the desired content and avoids blocking content that may be legitimate.

Amazon’s Orwellian Mistake: In 2009, Kindle users were furious when they discovered
e-Books such as George Orwell’s 1984 were removed from their Kindles without notice.187 Amazon
eventually explained that the deleted copies were improperly published in violation of copyright
law and Amazon’s own licensing agreements, but users were still outraged that Amazon “corrected” the issue
in a way that “felt a bit like theft.”188 The lack of proper notice and explanation at the outset and the method of
removal sparked a massive outcry and forced Amazon to change its policy and state that it would not “recall”
even unauthorized copies.189
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SPEAK UP FOR FREE SPEECH: PROTECT
YOUR USERS’ FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
To be a true champion of free speech, you need to do more than just allow users to express themselves on your
platform or service—you need to affirmatively protect them from third parties that attempt to restrict their freedom
of expression. Earning a reputation as a defender of your users’ rights is a terrific way to build trust with your current
users and recruit more.

 D O YOU SUPPORT YOUR USERS WHEN YOU RECEIVE DEMANDS
TO TAKE DOWN THEIR CONTENT?

If your company hosts user-generated material, you may find yourself on the receiving end of a letter demanding that
you remove material or disable a user account because of alleged copyright infringement. To protect your users and
your reputation, develop a procedure to review the demand carefully and ensure that your users’ free speech rights
are respected.

NOTIFY USERS WHEN A DEMAND TO REMOVE THEIR CONTENT IS
RECEIVED.
Notify a user when you receive a request or demand to remove her content by posting information at the location
where the content formerly appeared and by directly contacting the content creator. Include a copy of the demand
and inform the user about her possible responses and your procedure for acting on such notices. Assist the user in
contacting the content owner directly in order to request reconsideration of the demand.
In addition, consider publishing a document similar to Google’s Transparency Report that tracks the number of
demands you receive to take down or otherwise restrict user data.190 Doing so can help your users better understand
how your process works and what you do to defend their rights.

ONLY REMOVE CONTENT THAT YOU ARE REQUIRED TO REMOVE.

TAKE YOUR USERS’ RIGHTS INTO PROPER ACCOUNT.
Don’t take down content that constitutes fair use or that is noncommercial, creative, and transformative in nature. In
questionable cases, look for ways to support your users’ rights without relinquishing your safe harbor protections. For
more information, see aclunc.org/tech/primer/resources.

 D O

YOU PROTECT THE IDENTITIES OF ANONYMOUS AND
PSEUDONYMOUS USERS?

Your users may have various reasons for keeping their identity private. You can encourage anonymous and
pseudonymous speech on your service by joining your users in resisting efforts to unmask their identity. Doing so
can earn you the lasting respect of your users, while failing to protect their identity can erode that trust and lead to
additional consequences.
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Ensure that any demand to remove content is legally binding before removing any content. And don’t overreact and
infringe on protected speech by removing other content posted by the same user, cancel her account, or remove
comments posted about a particular content item.

Yahoo! Turns Over Dissident Identities to China: The search engine and email giant
was forced to settle multi-million dollar lawsuits,191 grilled repeatedly during Congressional
hearings,192 and targeted by international protests193 for turning over identifying information in
2006 about its users to the Chinese government. The Chinese government used these data to link users to
pro-democracy activities and to imprison dissidents.

DISCLOSE USER INFORMATION ONLY WHERE REQUIRED BY LAW.
Thoroughly review any subpoenas or demands for information, ensure that they comply with proper legal process,
and resist inappropriate or overbroad requests. Challenge requests on behalf of your users rather than complying by
default, and when you do comply, provide only the information that you are required to disclose.
Verizon Resists Demand for User Information: In 2003, the Recording Industry Association of
America obtained a subpoena ordering Verizon to reveal the identity of a subscriber who had
allegedly used peer-to-peer software to share music online.194 Verizon refused to comply with
the subpoena and ultimately had the subpoena quashed on appeal, garnering praise for its commitment
to user rights.195

GIVE USERS AN OPPORTUNITY TO DEFEND THEIR ANONYMITY.
If you receive a demand to unmask an anonymous user, immediately notify the user and inform her of her right to file
a motion to quash the subpoena. Give the user as much time as possible to challenge the subpoena before turning
over her identifying information.
Twitter Stands Up for Political Critics: In 2010 Twitter was applauded for standing up for two
anonymous users who were frequent critics of Pennsylvania Attorney General and gubernatorial
candidate Tom Corbett. When Twitter received a subpoena from Pennsylvania prosecutors seeking
the identities of the users, it notified the users and gave them a chance to object rather than immediately
complying with the demand.196 The demand was withdrawn after the incident received substantial press
coverage and the ACLU intervened.197 Twitter emerged as one of the heroes of the story for giving its users
an opportunity to defend their anonymity.

 D O

YOU ADVOCATE FOR LAWS THAT PROTECT YOUR USERS’
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION?

If the law doesn’t adequately protect your users’ freedom of expression, you can earn their gratitude by working to
change the law. The courthouse and the legislature both offer opportunities for you to affect policy and establish
yourself as a champion of freedom of expression.

FIGHT FOR YOUR USERS IN COURT.
When you receive a demand to remove or prohibit content or to disclose the identity of an anonymous user that
seems to exceed the boundaries of the law, consider taking the opportunity to stand up for your users in court. The
publicity and reputational benefits of doing so may greatly outweigh the costs.
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Facebook “Likes” Free Speech: In early 2012, a Facebook user was fired by the Hampton, VA
sheriff’s office for “liking” the Facebook page of the current sheriff’s election opponent.198 After a
federal district court judge ruled that “liking” something on Facebook was not speech protected
by the First Amendment, Facebook submitted a brief to the Court of Appeals arguing otherwise.199 The ACLU
submitted a brief on the user’s behalf as well and joined those applauding Facebook for “support[ing] the free
speech rights of its users.”200

PUSH FOR LAWS AND POLICIES THAT PROTECT FREE SPEECH.
Lawmakers often look to companies for guidance on how they can protect privacy and freedom of expression
without hindering innovation. By advocating for strong laws and policies that protect individual rights, you can make
it clear that freedom of expression and corporate success are fully compatible and earn the trust and loyalty of users.
Google Slammed for Its “Betrayal” of Net Neutrality: Google was pilloried for abruptly
changing its position and abandoning support for many of the key tenets of net neutrality in
August 2010.201 Its joint recommendations with Verizon202 “include[d] some really terrible ideas,”203
such as excluding cellular networks from nondiscrimination requirements, that undermined Google’s previous
reputation as an advocate of net neutrality.204 Google was excoriated in the media as a “carrier-humping, net
neutrality surrender monkey” whose “betrayal” could go down as “one of the most remarkable volte-faces in
telecommunications policy history.”205

OPPOSE LAWS AND POLICIES THAT UNDERMINE FREEDOM OF
EXPRESSION.

Internet “Blackout” Helps Stop Anti-Piracy Bills: The battle over two highly controversial
2012 Congressional bills, the Stop Online Privacy Act (SOPA) and the Protect Intellectual Property
Act, was heavily influenced by the participation of over 7,000 websites in a “blackout.” The bills,
nominally designed to combat copyright infringement, were described by critics as “damaging
free speech, Internet security, and online innovation.”206 Both bills were ultimately shelved, leading to the
admiration of Internet users for the sites that stood up for freedom of expression.207

Go Daddy’s Political Position Leads to Boycott: In 2011, the domain registry company Go
Daddy’s support of SOPA led many customers to take their business elsewhere. After losing
37,000 domain registrations in two days, the company ultimately withdrew its support for the
bill, but its reversal is unlikely to undo the damage.208
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In addition to supporting positive steps, your company can make an impact by opposing laws and policies that
would stifle free speech. Taking a stand to fight such laws and policies can protect both your own ability to innovate
and thrive as a business and your users’ right to freedom of speech.

CONCLUSION

P

rivacy and free speech incidents are now front-page news. This means that your company has the
opportunity to be the hero of the story or to face public scorn, customer concern, and expensive lawsuits
and government fines.
We hope the practical tips and case studies in this primer have helped you begin the process of building robust
privacy and free speech protections into your services and business so you can properly protect the rights of your
users and your company’s bottom line. For additional resources to help you continue that process, please see the
online version of this primer at aclunc.org/tech/primer or contact us directly at dotRights@aclunc.org.
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T

he purpose of this primer is not to provide legal advice. However, it is important to understand the broad
contours of the legal landscape so that you can proactively address areas where your products and business
may intersect with free speech and privacy laws, including consulting with attorneys as needed. This appendix is
intended to provide a brief survey of relevant laws to get you started. Additional resources, including white papers by
the ACLU of Northern California on baking in privacy protections for cloud computing, location-based services, and
digital books, can be found online at aclunc.org/tech/primer/resources.
The laws governing privacy and free speech in the United States are set out in the United States Constitution,
state constitutions, federal and state statutes, and regulations and orders by federal and state agencies. Businesses
targeting international users may also be subject to the laws and regulations of the nations where their customers or
users reside.

PRIVACY LAWS & REGULATIONS
CONSTRAINTS ON COLLECTING, USING, AND
VOLUNTARILY SHARING INFORMATION
Federal law places restraints on the collection, use, and disclosure of certain forms of information, and the Federal
Trade Commission enforces a prohibition against “unfair or deceptive” trade practices that include inaccurate or
inadequate notice to users about privacy practices. State law, including several state constitutions, may impose
additional restrictions on the collection, use, or disclosure of user information.

SECTOR-SPECIFIC FEDERAL PRIVACY LAWS
The United States does not have a comprehensive privacy law that applies to all types of data, users, and services.
Instead, there are various laws that apply to specific types of information.
The broadest of these laws is the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA), which applies to any service that
processes or stores electronic communications.209 ECPA generally requires consent before any user information is
voluntarily shared with a third party, and it prohibits unauthorized access to stored communications.
Various other laws apply to specific types of personal information:
•

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act applies to many services that are designed for health
care providers and related entities.210

•

The Video Privacy Protection Act applies to services engaged in the rental, sale, or delivery of recorded video
content.211

•

The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act applies to websites and services that are “directed to children.”212

•

Other laws may apply to services that handle financial records,213 consumer credit information,214 government
records,215 motor vehicle records,216 or student education records.217
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FTC AND FCC REGULATION
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is empowered to regulate “unfair or deceptive” practices.218 The FTC has
interpreted this authority to include investigating online actors who fail to comply with their written privacy policies
or whose services or policies mislead consumers.219 In recent years, the FTC has increased its enforcement in the
online space, bringing diverse actions against companies, including actions against Google and Facebook for failing
to obtain users’ express consent before changing data practices.220
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulates interstate and international communications by radio,
television, wire, satellite, and cable throughout the United States. It has been engaged in protecting consumer
privacy for decades, beginning with the Communications Act of 1934 which charged the agency with implementing
a number of privacy protection provisions.221 In recent years, the FCC has drafted rules controlling the handling, use,
and sharing of Customer Proprietary Network Information and has been exploring privacy issues related to mobile
and location-based services.222

STATE LAWS & REGULATIONS
Article I, section 1 of the California Constitution guarantees an “inalienable” right to privacy that is applicable
with respect both to the government and private entities,223 as do the constitutions of nine other states.224 The
Privacy Amendment, overwhelmingly passed by ballot proposition in 1972, was specifically intended to safeguard
informational privacy by preventing the expansion of data collection and the potential misuse of that data by both
the government and the private sector. State courts in Alaska, Hawaii, Louisiana, and Montana also have held that
their state constitutions or common law include a right to information privacy applicable to private actors.225
Various states also have specific laws constraining the collection, use, or sharing of certain types of information. For
example, California law prohibits publicly posting or displaying social security numbers or embedding them on a
card226 and swiping drivers’ licenses or recording driver’s license information227 except for very limited circumstances,
such as age verification or fraud control.
Other state agencies can also play an important role in defining and enforcing privacy rights. For example, the
California Public Utilities Commission has taken an active role in defining privacy requirements for products and
services such as smart energy meters.228 And in 2012 the California Office of the Attorney General announced the
creation of a Privacy Enforcement and Protection Unit focused on protecting consumer and individual privacy
through enforcement and civil prosecution of state and federal privacy laws.229

EUROPEAN UNION LAWS AND REGULATIONS
International regulators in Europe and elsewhere have also taken an active role in the privacy sphere. Of particular
note for many companies are the existing Data Protection Directive and proposed privacy Regulation in the European
Union.230 The Regulation, which could take effect as soon as 2015 and which would apply directly to all EU member
states (and thus potentially to all products or services targeting EU residents), demands “explicit” consent before the
collection and use of personal information, requires companies to implement “Privacy by Design” and “Privacy by
Default,” and provides individuals with the “Right to be Forgotten” and the “Right of Data Portability.”231
More detailed information on international laws and regulations is beyond the scope of this document; please
consult an attorney to better understand the legal framework in any countries that your product or service is
specifically targeting.
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Many of the sector-specific laws mentioned above have specific transparency and reporting requirements as well as collection,
use, or sharing limitations. In addition, there are various other laws that require transparency in certain circumstances:

CALIFORNIA ONLINE PRIVACY PROTECTION ACT
The California Online Privacy Protection Act (OPPA) requires that all California companies operating a commercial
website post a conspicuous privacy policy on their site and disclose the kinds of personally identifiable data that
they collect and share with third parties.232 Companies must also clearly label their privacy statements, abide by their
policies, inform consumers of processes to opt out of data sharing, and publish a date the policy goes into effect.
California Attorney General Kamala Harris has stated that OPPA also applies to mobile apps and has reached an
agreement with several major mobile platforms to ensure that all apps include a privacy policy that is available to a
potential user before the app is downloaded or installed. 233

OTHER STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Various other state laws require notice or reporting under certain circumstances:
 F orty-six states, the District of Columbia, and several territories have laws that require users to be notified if
their data is compromised.234
 C
 alifornia law empowers consumers to learn how their personal information is shared by companies and
encourages companies to adopt simple methods for individuals to opt out of information sharing.235
 T he California Reader Privacy Act requires companies that sell books or electronic equivalents to produce an
annual report detailing the demands for user information received in a given year.236

THIRD PARTY DEMANDS FOR USER INFORMATION
Although many users expect and believe that the letters, diaries, spreadsheets, photographs, videos, and other
personal documents and materials that businesses encourage them to store online are as private as those stored in
a file cabinet or on their computer’s hard drive at home, the legal requirements for the government and third parties
to demand access to these documents are uncertain. Courts have long struggled to interpret the U.S. and state
constitutions in the light of evolving technology, with Justice Alito pointedly calling for legislative action in the recent
Supreme Court case United States v. Jones.237 Privacy laws at both the federal and state level are also becoming rapidly
obsolete as technology outpaces the rate of legislative change.

THE U.S. CONSTITUTION
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution guarantees “[t]he right of the person to be secure . . .
against unreasonable searches or seizures.”238 Generally speaking, when an individual has a “reasonable expectation
of privacy,” the government cannot search or seize this information without demonstrating probable cause and
obtaining a warrant from a judge.239 But the exact boundary of that reasonable expectation of privacy, particularly as
applied to information collected by technological means and held by third parties, remains an unresolved question.
For example, courts are still addressing the applicability of the “third party doctrine,” which holds that an individual
does not possess a reasonable expectation of privacy in records held by a third party, in the modern context. The
third party doctrine was originally established in a pair of 1970s Supreme Court cases concerning the privacy of
calling and banking records.240 Modern courts faced with the question of whether the third party doctrine applies to
electronic data held by a third party have reached divergent opinions: some courts have held that the contents of an
email241 or a person’s location history242 are constitutionally protected even if held by a third party, while others have
held that the third party doctrine negates such protection.243
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TRANSPARENCY AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Similarly, courts have only begun to address the question of whether individuals retain a “reasonable expectation of
privacy” in information that was at one time publicly available. While a recent Supreme Court case, United States v.
Jones, did not directly answer that question, a majority of the justices expressed a willingness to consider whether
long-term monitoring of a person’s location, even in public, violated the Fourth Amendment.244 However, other courts
have rejected the idea that information made publicly available still retains constitutional protection.245

THE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS PRIVACY ACT
The Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA), including the Stored Communications Act, was enacted by
Congress in part to address the third party doctrine and ensure that the privacy of electronic communications was
safeguarded even if this information were held by a third party.246 ECPA generally prohibits the voluntary disclosure of
user communications and requires third parties to obtain a search warrant or court order to force such disclosure.
However, ECPA was enacted in 1986, and as a result was based on outdated understandings of communications
technology. For example, the law was written around the expectation that users would download emails to personal
computers and delete copies stored on a central server. In addition, the law did not anticipate new developments
such as the collection and use of location information at all. As a result, courts have struggled to apply it to modern
technology, frequently reaching different conclusions about the procedural requirements for demands for electronic
communications while agreeing only that ECPA is part of “a confusing and uncertain area of the law.”247

STATE CONSTITUTIONS AND LAWS
California is among 11 states that have rejected the third party doctrine and held that their state constitution provides
protection for personal data held by third parties. These states use a variety of different standards to determine
whether state officials can demand access to personal information held by a third party.248
State law, both constitutional and statutory, may place additional limitations on demands for specific types of
information. For example, the California Reader Privacy Act requires a government entity to obtain a court order and
meet additional criteria in order to compel disclosure of records related to books.249

U.S. FREE SPEECH LAWS
& REGULATIONS
CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTIONS FOR
FREE SPEECH
THE FIRST AMENDMENT
The First Amendment to the United States Constitution includes the rights of freedom of speech and freedom of the
press.250 It prevents the government from making any law that restricts either of these freedoms. It is important to
note that the First Amendment also guarantees the right to anonymous speech, which the Supreme Court has found
to be necessary for a democracy.251

STATE CONSTITUTIONS
State constitutions may also provide an explicit right to freedom of expression. For example, Article I, section 2 of the
California State Constitution guarantees that “every person may freely speak, write and publish his or her sentiments
on all subjects” and that California laws “may not restrain or abridge liberty of speech.”252 California courts have
held that safeguarding free speech is a paramount concern because speech is “a freedom which is the matrix, the
indispensable condition, of nearly every other form of freedom.”253
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THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
The FCC is also actively engaged in safeguarding free speech. In recent years, it has investigated the legality of cell
phone disruption by government authorities256 and drafted net neutrality rules that prohibit non-mobile network
providers from blocking and “unreasonably” discriminating against network traffic and also place certain restrictions
on discrimination by mobile networks.257 The net neutrality rules remain in effect as of August 2012, although Verizon
has challenged their legality in court.258

COPYRIGHT AND FAIR USE
Because the First Amendment prohibits Congress from making laws that abridge freedom of speech, federal statutes
that implicate rights to free expression must have a buffer to safeguard constitutional rights. The federal Copyright
Act is a good example.259 While copyright law provides a set of six exclusive, limited-time rights to copyright holders
to serve as an incentive for them to create works, these rights are limited by the fair use doctrine that is delineated in
section 107 of the Copyright Act. The fair use doctrine guarantees individuals the right to use copyrighted materials,
without seeking a copyright holder’s permission, for activities such as parody, satire, criticism, news reporting,
teaching, scholarship, research, and transformative works.260 Fair use guarantees a “breathing space,” or buffer,
that helps to reconcile the tension that would otherwise exist between copyright law and the First Amendment’s
guarantee of freedom of expression.

SAFE HARBORS
The First Amendment does have limits, and some speech—such as obscenity, slander and libel, or the proverbial
“shouting ‘fire’ in a crowded theater”—is not constitutionally protected. However, many laws are written to ensure
that while a speaker may face consequences for her speech, a platform that hosts her expression is able to protect
itself from also being liable. Such “safe harbors” are intended to encourage the creation of platforms for speech by
minimizing any requirement for platforms to censor or monitor users in ordinary circumstances.

CDA SECTION 230
Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act (CDA) states that “[n]o provider or user of an interactive computer
service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content
provider.”261 This section has been interpreted to immunize services that host user content from liability not only for
obscenity (the domain of the broader CDA) but also for defamation and similar torts. However, this immunity may be
lost if the provider is an active participant in the creation of the content.262

DMCA SECTION 512
Section 512 of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) provides a service that hosts user-generated content
with a safe harbor from liability under the DMCA if it complies with certain requirements.263 Most notably, to claim
safe harbor, a service that receives a DMCA notice-and-takedown letter must remove or block access to any allegedly
infringing content.264 The service may restore access to the content if the user provides a counter-notification
asserting that the content is not in fact infringing. Again, this immunity may be lost if the service is aware of the
infringing nature of hosted content.
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Although the First Amendment applies only to government actions that restrict individual rights, courts in California,
New Jersey, Colorado, Massachusetts, and Puerto Rico have held that their state constitutional protection for freedom
of expression may apply to private actors in certain circumstances.254 For example, Californians enjoy free speech rights
on private property, such as shopping malls, that is open to the public.255 As of August 2012, these courts had not yet
considered the implications of these decisions in the context of modern communications technology.
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